
Instant stack in 9ct rose gold
This single ring with a triple band is 
designed to look like a stack of three.  
A great look at a great price.

$1,170

michaelwilson.com.au   725 Main Road Eltham   +61 3 9439 3111

Adorn jewellery
Sophisticated and simple. The Adorn 
range will suit your every day needs.

Earrings
Sterling silver $210 
9ct gold $695

Pendant
Sterling silver $135 
9ct gold $520 
Prices include 45cm chain

Stackable diamond bands
We have a great selection of diamond 
bands. They are so incredibly versatile 
and can be stacked in any combination 
for a unique eye-catching look or worn 
with a bridal set. Wear however you 
please and add to stack at any time.

9ct white, yellow or  
rose gold from $890 
18ct white, yellow or  
rose gold from $1,380

Heart charms
This dainty puffed heart charm is a 
gorgeous gift for all ages. An instant 
favourite to wear all day, every day.

Sterling silver $100 
Sterling silver with diamond $265 
9ct yellow, white or rose gold $380 
9ct gold with diamond $540 
Prices include 45cm chain

Love well live well necklace
Featuring ancient inscriptions of love and 
friendship. The medallion-esque pendant 
features the ancient inscription reading 
AMOR BENE VIVA BENE with the 
English translation ‘Love well live well’  
on the reverse. The pendant is fixed  
to a 45cm chain.

Sterling silver $140 
9ct gold $490

Wave rings
18ct yellow gold with diamonds $925 
Platinum with black diamonds $1,150 
Variations made to order
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Argyle pink diamonds
These extremely rare diamonds are some 
of the most sought after in the world. The 
Argyle Diamond mine in Western Australia 
that produces the coveted pink diamonds 
has confirmed that the mine is likely to 
close by the end of 2020. With Argyle 
announcing closing dates of the mine 
we are going a little crazy sourcing these 
incredible Australian diamonds before 
they’re all gone! 

Over the past 20 years the price of Argyle 
pink diamonds has increased by 500%, 
and every year increased by double digits, 
a significantly higher return than the stock 
market. Once the mine closes the value of 
these stones is expected to increase even 
more dramatically.

With figures like this it is no wonder 
that we are seeing a huge increase in 
investments of these rare Australian 
diamonds.

Aaron Wilson has great relationships and 
access to incredible Argyle Pink Diamonds 
including tender and Collector’s Edition 
sets. If you have ever dreamed of owning 
an Australian Argyle diamond, for either 
personal wear or investment, we have 
direct access to incredible stones. 

If you would like to arrange a private 
viewing please contact Aaron Wilson  
at aaron@michaelwilson.com.au

Argyle origin cognac diamonds
Incredibly delicious Argyle origin natural 
cognac coloured diamonds. If you’re keen 
to acquire an Argyle diamond but pink is 
not really your taste, these natural cognac 
coloured diamonds are a great option. 
They come with a Rio Tinto Argyle origin 
report and are laser inscribed with their 
identification number.

Cushion diamond ring with  
Argyle pink diamond hearts
$11,990

Argyle pink diamond  
ring with double halo
$13,490

Argyle pink diamond  
crossover ring
$5,990

Argyle pink diamond  
brilliant and marquise  
shape endants
$2,395 (small)
$3,080 (large)
Price includes 45cm chain

Argyle pink diamond  
halo stud earrings
$5,100

Argyle pink stackable diamond bands
Brilliant Argyle pinks and baguette 
diamond band $4,250 
Marquise-shaped Argyle pink  
two tone diamond band $2,650

Heart pendant with single  
Argyle pink diamond
$755  
Including 45cm chain

Natural Argyle pink diamonds 

make a truly exclusive gift that 

goes beyond all expectations

Pear-shape cognac diamond necklace
Rich, natural pear-shape cognac 
diamond pendant with a grain set 
diamond halo on Michael Wilson’s  
signature Hourglass neckchain.

$13,390
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